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Paul is shipwrecked 
The only way to be saved 

Acts 27 

1. The Turkish Ship 

They set sail from Caesarea but stopped 

at Sidon.  They sailed around the top of       

Cyprus and then stopped at Myra. 

2. The Egyptian Grain Ship 

From Myra they tried to get to Cnidus 

but it was windy and they ended up at 

Fair Havens. This was not a good place 

to stay for the winter so the captain de-

cided to try to get to Phenice.  They 

sailed close by Crete but then there was a 

storm and they were blown under the is-

land of Clauda and then driven around 

by the wind in the Adria Sea. 
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Paul had been arrested for preaching the gospel.  In about 60AD Paul was taken as a prisoner to have a trial 

in Rome. A centurion called Julius and his soldiers were given the job of ensuring Paul and some other 

prisoners got to Rome.  Unscramble the letters to find out who was on the ship with the normal passengers: 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _         _ _ _ _ _ _ _                  _ _ _ _ _ _           _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _               _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 (Citapan)       (Slraios)                  (Juuils)            (Sdroiles)         (Psnrroeis) 

 

They travelled on 3 ships. Use the information below to draw on the map where the first 2 ships went: 

Paul told Julius that they should not leave Fair Havens.  Did Julius listen (v11)?   Yes/No* 

Why should Julius have listened to Paul?  Because he was:  an apostle/a prisoner* 
 

We should always listen to what God tells us in the Bible. 

(*Cross out the wrong answers above) 

Phenice 

Fair Havens 

Cnidus 
Myra 

Sidon 

Caesarea 

CYPRUS 

CRETE 

THE ADRIA 

SEA MALTA 



There was a storm. Write in the letter of the picture which goes with the    
description of what happened: 

 

A   B                     C                         D   E 

 

• __ They didn’t see the sun or stars for many days because of the clouds.  

• __ They didn’t eat anything for 14 days. 

• __ They used ropes to hold the ship together. 

• __ They threw things out of the ship to lighten it.  

• __ They were frightened of the rocks & quick sands. 

 

But God promised Paul that everyone in the ship would be saved. 

How many people were there in the ship?  

200 + 3 score + 16 = _____ (A score is 20) 

How did Paul react to what God promised?  He said, I b _ _ _ _ _ _ God. Acts 27 v 25 

We can always trust God to keep His promises. 

The sailors realised that they were getting near to land.  They put anchors down at the back of the boat.  

They then pretended to put down anchors at the front of the boat but really they were planning to get into a 

small boat and try to row to the shore to save themselves. 

Use the words on the anchors to complete what Paul said… 

Except these abide in the ship,  

____ ____ 

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 

____ ____ 

____ ____ ____ ____ ____.  

 

The Bible tells us that unless we repent of our sins                                      
and put our trust in the Lord Jesus Christ then we cannot be saved. 

 

The next day they took up the anchors and tried to get close to land.  The ship got stuck on 

some rocks and began to break up but Julius told them to all jump in and either swim or use 

a broken piece of board to get to land.  Write out the verse that says what happened: 

saved 

be cannot 

ye 

Acts 27 v 31 

 

……………………………...……………………..…………….……………………………….……..
……………..……………………………….………………………..........(Acts 27 v 44) 


